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interactionally disjointed natures [6]. Accurate interaction
coherence information is important to researchers for a
plethora of reasons. User interaction in text-based CMC
represents one of the fundamental building block metrics for
analyzing cyber communities. Interaction related attributes
also help identify CMC user roles, user's social and
information value, as well as the social network structure of
online communities [7]-[9]. Therefore, constructing accurate
interaction coherence for Dark Web forums can provide
insight and better understanding of extremists' communities.
Interaction coherence analysis (ICA) attempts to accurately
identify and construct interaction networks by using various
features and techniques. Previously used ICA features include
system generated attributes such as quotations and message
headers as well as linguistic features such as repetition of
keywords across postings [10]-[12]. Although considerable
efforts
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I. INTRODUCTION
whereas effective capturing of interaction cues entails the use
O
COMMUNICATION o f a larger set of system and linguistic attributes [13].
OMPUTER-MEDIATED
(CMC)
of
communication
between two or Furthermore, the techniques incorporated often ignored noise
is
"any
form
more
more individuals who interact and/or influence each other via issues such as typos, misspellings, nicknames, etc., which are
computer-supported media" [1]. It is without a doubt that the prevalent in CMC [14].
In this study, we propose the Hybrid Interaction Coherence
popularity of CMC is continuing to grow. However, the
convenient mechanism for communicationthat CMC provides (HIC) algorithm for identification of Dark Web forum
has also made the internet a popular communication medium interaction. HIC attempts to address the limitations of previous
for extremist and hate groups. This aspect of the internet is studies by utilizing a holistic feature set which is composed of
both linguistic coherence attributes and CMC system features.
often referred to as the Dark Web [2].
Majority of previous Dark Web studies focus on web sites. The HIC algorithm incorporates finite state automation, where
However, Burris et al. [3] acknowledged that there was a need each stage captures interaction based on different feature
to evaluate forum and chat room discussion content. Schafer types, for improved performance. The technique utilizes
[4] also stated that it was unclear as to how much and what several similarity-based methods such as a sliding window
kind of extremist forum activity was going on. The lack of algorithm and modified VSM in order to address the various
understanding of Dark Web forum and its content ambiguity facets of CMC noise (e.g., incorrect system feature usage,
render analysis of Dark Web forum archives important [5].
misspellings, typos, nickname usage). Collectively, HIC's
CMC discourses, including Dark Web forum ones, are ability to consider a larger set of coherence features whereas
highly incoherent due to their fragmented, ungrammatical, and accounting for noise allows an improved representation of
Dark Web forums' interaction.

Abstract-Interaction coherence analysis (ICA) attempts to
accurately identify and construct interaction networks by using
various features and techniques. It is useful to identify user roles,
user's social and information value, as well as the social network
structure of Dark Web communities. In this study, we applied
interaction coherence analysis for Dark Web forums using the
Hybrid Interaction Coherence (IIHC) algorithm. Our algorithm
utilizes both system features such as header information and
quotations, and linguistic features such as direct address and
lexical relation. Furthermore, several similarity-based methods,
for example Vector Space Model, Dice equation, and sliding
window, are used to address various types of noises. Two
experiments have been conducted to compare our HIC algorithm
with traditional linkage-based method, similarity-based method,
and a simplified HIC method that does not address noise issues.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our HIC algorithm
for identifying interactions in Dark Web forums.
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Obstacles to CMC interaction coherence

Disrupted turn adjacency is the major obstacle to CMC
interaction coherence [15]. It refers to the fact that messages in
CMC are often not adjacent to the postings they are
Arizna 5721 US
(e-ail hchn@eler.rizna.eu).responding to and stems from the fact that CMC is "turn-
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based." As a result, the conversational structure is fragmented,
that is, a message may be separated both in time and place
from the message it responds to.
The objective of ICA is to develop techniques to construct
the interaction relations. This information leads to a better
understanding of CMC and its users so that it is necessary to
improve the accuracy of ICA. A review of previous interaction
coherence analysis research is presented in the following
section.
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"thread" function, which is an effective method for
categorizing forum postings based on a specific topic.
However, the "thread" function does not show message-level
interactions. Moreover, even in a single thread, subtopics
might be generated during the discussion. This phenomenon is
called "topic decay/drift" [7], [15]. Therefore, it is still
necessary and important to apply ICA to asynchronous CMC.
Asynchronous CMC modes can be classified into two
categories: SMTP-based and HTTP-based. Most Dark Web
forums are HTTP-based. SMTP-based modes use emails to
post messages to forums, whereas HTTP-based methods use
forms embedded in the web pages. Previous research often
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messages are less useful because they are often similar in the
same thread. Unfortunately, for HTTP-based modes, only the
second type of header information is available. Most previous
studies for SMTP-based asynchronous CMC systems relied on
header information to construct interaction networks.
Quotations are less frequently used in representing online
conversations. Conversation Map [10] and Zest [12] are
among the few previous studies that used automatic quotation
identification to solve disrupted adjacency.
System features suffer several drawbacks in interaction
identification. Header information provided by HTTP-based
asynchronous CMC systems is of little value since the subject
lines of all subsequent messages are similar or even identical
in most cases. Furthermore, some users do not use system
faue
hra others
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features whereas
may not use system functions
correctly [17]-[18]. Finally, some messages can interact with
multiple previous messages and system features may not be
able to identify all those interactions. As a result, only using
system features fails to consider such idiosyncratic user
behavior, resulting in an incomplete representation of CMC

interaction.

Linguistic Features
Linguistic features are interpersonal language cues and
content-based features. Previous research on synchronous
CMC systems had to rely on linguistic features to construct
interaction networks, since no system features were available.
Several linguistic features for online communication have
been identified [11], [13], [15], [19].
One simple linguistic feature is direct address, which occurs
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instead of the word meanings or stems. Personal co-reference
is
most commonly used in CMC. For example, the word "you"
CMIC System Features
a)
is frequently used to refer to the person a message tends to
address. Other co-reference includes demonstrative coasynchronous CMC systems. Header information and reference, which is made on the bases of proximity, and
quotations are two kinds of CMC system features that can be comparative co-reference, which uses words such as "same",
used to construct interaction networks of asynchronous CMC. "similar", and "different" [13].
Lewis and Knowles [17] pointed out that SMTP-based
Some other linguistic features identified by previous studies
asynchronous CMC systems will "automatically insert into a include conjunction (e.g. but, however, therefore), substitution
,
n s
reply message two kinds of header information: unique (e.g. I th
,
message IDs of parent messages and a subject line of the incorporated in previous studies due to the difficulty'to be
parent (copied to the reply message's subject line)." Unique idnfedadtirlspevecenolneicus.
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linguistic features for an online chatroom and found out that
three of them dominated. Lexical relation covered 51%
interaction pattern, whereas direct address and co-reference
covered 28% and 15% separately.
3) Noise
Noise is obstacles to direct match of various features. It is
highly prevalent in free text, diminishing feature extraction
capabilities for text mining [14].
Typos and misspellings are common noises for online
discourse and they exist in both direct address and lexical
relations. There are also some specific noises for various
features.
In direct address, Nash [13] pointed out that many CMC
users use nicknames to address each other. Besides, some
usernames or their nicknames are common words so that we
need to differentiate common usage of such words with their
usages as usernames. For example, the word "endless" can be
used to mention user "EndlessEurope." However, "endless"
might also be a common adjective in some messages.
Consequently, simply comparing each word with all the
usernames will not identify all the direct addresses.
In lexical relation, repetition of keywords has been used by
previous research [11], [20]; but morphological change of
word will decrease its performance over recall. Word stem

repetition, an improved method, can be used to solve this
problem [21]-[22]. However it still can not alleviate the effect
of typos and misspellings.
Even in quotations, which are generated by the system
automatically, noises still exist. Newman [23] noticed
sometimes there were differences between the line partition in
an original message and in the quoted version. Moreover,
users often select part of the quoted message to be quoted in

the reply [24].
Newman [23] is one of the few studies which addressed
noise issues. He matched quotations based on sentences or
sentence parts, instead of matching them as a whole. Other
studied failed to emphasize the usage of noise issues.
4) CMC Interaction Coherence Analysis Techniques
Because several features can be used for interaction
coherence research, different interaction coherence analysis
techniques have been applied previously. They can be
classified into three major categories: manual analysis, linkbased techniques, and similarity-based techniques.
Manual analysis of CMC interaction coherence has the
advantage of accuracy. Eklundh and Rodriguez [18] manually
identified lexical relations, direct address, and co-reference for
one specific online discussion. Similarly, Nash [13] manually
identified and extracted six linguistic features for an English
chatroom. However, its disadvantage is also obvious: manual
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Link-based techniques are highly prevalent in previous
research and are typically used for CMC system features.
Direct linkage techniques link messages based on header
information and quotations, as we have described above. For
reida mesae undntfe by dietlnae. hymyb
assumed to respond to the first message in the discussion.

Naive linkage [25] has also been used for residual messages.
Naive linkage is a rule-based technique which proposes that a
message is related to all prior messages in the same discussion.
The advantage of link-based techniques is that it is easiest to
implement. However link-based techniques depend on the
assumption that CMC users use system features correctly.
Moreover, naive linkage is of low accuracy and often overgeneralizes participation patterns due to its rule-based
properties.
The last category, which is typically used for linguistic
features, is similarity-based techniques. The simplest one is
exact match or direct match, which tries to identify repetition
of words, word phrases or even sentences [11], [20]. More
advanced similarity-based techniques include Vector Space
Model, which has been used for cross-document co-reference
solution [26] as well as identifying quoted messages [17]; and
lexical chains, which are often created using WordNet for text
summarization and interaction identification [10]. Similaritybased techniques are effective for identifying certain linguistic
features (e.g., lexical relations and direct address). Some have
been successfully applied in research related to text document.
However, similarity-based techniques are susceptible to noises
and require careful selection of parameters.

III. RESEARCH GAPS AND QUESTIONS

Based on our review of previous literature, we have
identified several important research gaps. First, little
interaction coherence analysis has been conducted for HTTPbased asynchronous CMC, such as Dark Web forums. Second,
little previous research has implemented techniques that use
both CMC system features and linguistic features for
interaction coherence analysis. The use of a more holistic
feature set comprised of features occurring in messages
headers and bodies could greatly improve interaction recall.
Finally, there has been little emphasis in previous research on
taking into account the impact of noise in CMC interaction
networks.
Based on the research gaps identified, we propose the
following research questions:
1) How effectively can we analyze interaction coherence for
web forums using automated techniques?
2) How can techniques that use both CMC system and
linguistic features improve interaction?
3) What impact does noise exert on the accuracy of
automatically constructed CMC interaction networks?

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN: HYBRID INTERACTION COHERENCE
SYSTEM

In order to address these research questions, we developed
the Hybrid Interaction Coherence (HIC) algorithm to perform
more accurate interaction coherence analysis. Our algorithm
utilizes both CMC system features and linguistic features, and
addresses several major types of noise.
Orsse
einhstremjrcmoet:sse
feature match, linguistic feature match, and residual match.
System feature match consists of two steps, which are header
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against previous body texts. In theory, the quoted message
should be the one with the highest number of matches.
C. HIC Algorithm. Linguistic Feature Match

information match and quotation match. Linguistic feature
match consists of direct address match and lexical relation
match. Fig. 1 shows our system design. Details of each
component are presented below.

Linguistic features are used to complement system features
in constructing CMC interaction coherence. Nash [13] found
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Fig. 1. HIC System Design

typos

A. A. Data preparation

Data preparation

Data needed for our interaction coherence analysis are
extracted from Web forums messages in data preparation. All
relevant header information is extracted first. Then for each
message its quotation part and body text are separated using a
parser program. The parser program was also designed to deal
with two special types of quotation, nested quotation and
multiple quotation [9]. Nested quotation happens when a
message which already contains quotations is quoted. The
parser program only parses the quotation that is nearest to the
message. Sometimes users respond to different quotations,
which is referred to as "multiple quotation". The parser
program parses all quotations and treats them equally. The
final step of data preparation is to extract other relevant
information from each message, such as author screen names,
dates, etc.

B. HIC Algorithm: System Feature Match

1) Header Information Match

In header information match, unique message IDs of parent

messages, if available, are used to identify interaction. Then, if
subject lines of messages are not consistently similar with
each other, they are used to identify interaction as well.
Quotation Match
2) 2)
Quotation
Match

In quotation match, the quotation part of each message is
compared with the body texts of previous messages. Discussed
in the literature review, CMC systems may modify the format
of quotations [23], whereas CMC users may modify
quotations to save space [24]. Therefore, the quotation part of
each message is first searched in the body texts of all previous
messages, referred to as "simple match." If simple match fails

due to the above noises, sliding window method, which has
been successfully used in text similarity detection and
authorship discrimination [27]-[29], is used.
Sliding window method breaks up a quotation part into
overlapping windows (substrings) and compares each window
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The technique first uses the following Dice equation, which
has been successfully used in identifying semantically related
pairs of words [30], to estimate the similarity between a word
and a screen name of an author:
2 x (number of shared unique n -grams)
=
Total unique n-grams
Dice Score
(1)
Then a pre-established experiment-based threshold is
applied to improve the accuracy of direct address match.
However since many CMC users choose common English
words as their screen names, word sense disambiguation
methods need to be applied to differentiate common usages of
a word with the usage of a word as a screen name. Our HIC
algorithm makes use of Wordnet [31], which has already been
wildly used in word sense identification [32], to identify the
meanings of words, and AZTEK [33] to generate the Part-OfSpeech tags.
Details of our direct address match are presented below:
1. For each screen name in the author list, query WordNet for meanings;2. For each word in a message, do the following:
2.lUse Dice equation to find the most similar screen name appeared

before;
2.2 If the highest Dice score is greater than a predefined threshold,

query WordNet for the meanings of the word and do the following:
2.2.1 If neither the word nor the screen name has meanings, assign
Idirectaddress;
2.2.2
Else, use AzTEK to get POS tag for the word. If the word is a
noun or noun phrase, assign direct address;2.2.3 Else, do not assign direct address for the word.

2) Lexical Relation Match
Lexical relation match assumes that two messages that are
most similar to each other have the interaction. It calculates
the lexical similarities among stopword-removed messages
when strong interaction evidences such as quotations and
direct address are not found.
The key to lexical relation match is to develop an
appropriate formula to calculate the similarity score. On the
one hand, various noises need to be considered. Vector Space
Model (VSM) is one of the most popular methods that have
been used in identifying lexical similarities [34]. By using

word stems, VSM can also identify morphological change of
words. However, in order to identify typos and misspellings,
Dice equation is adopted in our algorithm to complement the
traditional VSM.
On the other hand, a high degree of topic decay/drift has
been found in asynchronous CMC [7], [15]. Nash [13] has
also noticed that most CMC interactions happen within three
turns. Therefore, CMC interactions represent a "closeness"
characteristic, which means two closer messages are more
likely to have interactions than two farther messages. A topic
decay factor calculated by the distance (number of turns)
between two messages is adopted in our VSM-based formula
to address this "closeness" characteristic.
Here is our VSM-based formula for lexical similarity:
LenXLenY

E

Dice(Wx, W, )x
i=O
j=0

Tfx,.±Tfy1 x(LenXxLenY)
<)x(Distance(X,Y)±C<'

statements, it is nature for us to comment on the feedbacks or
answer the questions, which is characterized by the second
rule. On the other hand, even if no feedback is given, people
tend to strengthen or make clear their previous statements,
which are characterized by the third rule.

V. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our HIC algorithm,
two experiments have been conducted. The experiments
compare the HIC algorithm against traditional link-based
method, similarity-based method as well as a simplified
version of the HIC algorithm which does not address noise
issues. The test beds and experiments are described in detail
below.
A.

Dfx,±+Dfy,A

(2)
Where X and Y are the two compared messages, LenX and
LenY are the numbers of unique non-stopword terms in the
two messages, subscripts Xi means the ith non-stopword word
in message X and Yj the jth non-stopword term in message Y,
W means a specific non-stopword term, Tf means term
frequency, Df means document frequency, Distance(X,Y)
means the number of turns between two messages, and C

We choose one Dark Web forum, the Libertarian
Nationalist Socialist Green Party (LNSG) Forum
(http://www.nazi.org/community/forum/), as our test bed. Four
long threads of this forum are studied, which are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1
Details for Data Sets in Test Bed
Forum
Thread
Thread Subject
of #
of
No.

means a constant.

nonIn the formula, Dice(Wt, WY]) is used to
stopword terms. If their similarity is greater than a predefined
experiment-based threshold, a combined "tf-idf' score is
Tf,, + Tf,
(LenXxLenY)-1 is the length
calculated using Dfxi + Df,
normalization factor and (Distance(X,Y)+C) iS the topic decay
factor mentioned before.
D. HIC Algorithm: Residual Match
Residual match is used for messages which do not contain
obvious clues for automatic interaction identification. One
possible solution for residual messages is to use the improved
naive linkage, which assumes residual messages to interact
with the first message in the discussion, or their previous
messages. However since CMC is turn-based [15], the
improved naYve linkage are very likely to result in a low
WY)
Diceffx,, two
compare

1.
2.
3.

LNSG

Idea for banner / icon
2I~~~~~~~~~
Blue eyes, blond hair

Forum

3

Foru
m

the residual message of author A
previous message of author A
messages of other authors which are posted between Y and X
and are replies to messages of author A
If Y does not exist, X replies to the first message in the discussion;
If Y exists and Z exist, X replies to Z;
If Y exists and Z do not exist, X replies to what Y replies to.

1
LNSG
Forum

The first rule is to apply improved naive linkage method
when the residual message is the first message the author has
posted in the discussion. The other two rules are generated
based on two human communication characteristics, which
can also be found in CMC. On the one hand, if people give
feedbacks or raise questions to our proposed ideas and

Greetings
Race mixing

4

Messages
148
24

Users

62

22

85

14

143

39

All these four threads were manually tagged first by a single
annotator to identify the interaction coherence of them. A
sample of fifty messages from the annotator was also tagged
by a second coder to check the accuracy of the tagging. The
inter-coder tagging across the fifty messages had a kappa
statistic of 0.84 which is considered to be reliable. Therefore,
we use the tagging results as our benchmark.
The interaction feature breakdowns across threads based on
the manual tagging are presented in Table 2 below. Linguistic
features consisting of direct address and lexical relation
dominate in the LNSG forum.

accuracy.
We propose a new rule-based residual match method:
X:
Y:
Z:

TestCBed
es
e

Table 2
Interaction Feature Breakdowns across Threads

Threa
d No

#

of
Messag
es

2
3
4

148
62
85
143
438

Quotati
on

Direct
Address

Lexical
Relatio

16_2%
9.7%
21.2%
33.6%
21.9%

16_2%
41.9%
9.7%
53.2%
24.7% 18.8% 35.3%
8.4%
33.6%
14.4%
39.5%

n

Others

25_7%
27.4%
24.5%

24.2%
l_l _l_Overall
_ B. Experiment 1
1) Experiment Setup
In the first experiment, we compare our HMC algorithm with
the traditional link-based method, which uses system features
only, and the similarity-based method, which uses linguistic
features only. The purpose of this experiment is to study the
effect of the combined usage of system features and linguistic
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features.
The traditional link-based method tries to use header
information for interaction coherence identification. It is
noticed that header information in our test bed does not help
identify any interaction, which is common for other Web
forums as well. Then the method turns to quotations for
interaction coherence identification. If the quotation exactly
matches previous messages, the interaction is identified. For
residual messages, an improved naYve linkage method, which
assumes that all the residual messages are replies to the first
message, is used.
The similarity-based method consists of two parts: simple
direct address match and Vector Space Model match. The first
part identifies interaction coherence when a word is exactly
same with other authors' screen names. The second part uses
traditional "tf-idf' score to identify lexical similarity.
Threshold 0.2, proved as the best threshold by [26], is used for
this traditional VSM match.
Precision, recall and F-measure are used to evaluate the
performance of these methods.
Precision

Number of Correctly Identified Interactions
- Total Number of Identified Interactions

Table 4
P-values for Pair-wise t-tests on Accuracy for Experiment 1
Forum
P-values
Techniques
HIC vs. Link-based
LNSG
<0.001**
Forum
HICvs. Similaritybased
<0.001**
Link-based vs Similarity-based
<0.001*
P-values significant at alpha 0.05
** P-values significant at alpha= 0.01

5) Results Discussion
The HIC algorithm performed better than both traditional
link-based and similarity-based methods for our test bed. The
F-measure was 8%-15% higher than the other two techniques.
Such improved performance was in fact across all the four
threads in our test bed, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
90
70

80

60

40

(3)

1

Total Number of Interactions

2xPrecisionxRe call
F-measure= Precision +Re call

3

4

Thread No.

Number of Correctly Identified Interactions

Recall

2

--HIC Algorithm

(4)

Similarity-based

method

Link-based method

Fig. 2. Experiment 1 F-measure performance for each thread

(5)

2) Hypotheses
Hla: The HIC algorithm will outperform the link-based
method for web forum interaction coherence analysis.
Hlb: The HIC algorithm will outperform the similaritybased method for web forum interaction coherence analysis.
3) Experimental Results
Table 3 shows the experimental results for all the three
methods. Our HIC algorithm has the best performance on the
test bed. Linked-based method performs worse than similaritybased method for our LNSG forum.

The enhanced accuracy of the HIC algorithm is attributable
to the incorporation of both system and linguistic features, and
its ability to handle various CMC noises. Link-based method
performs worse than similarity-based method in the LNSG
forum because linguistic feature dominates in this forum based
on our manual tagging result.
C. Experiment2

1) Experiment Setup
In the second experiment, we compare the HIC algorithm
with a baseline version of it that does not address noise issues.
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the impact of
noises on CMC interaction coherence.
Table 3
The baseline version of the HIC algorithm is configured by
Experimental Results for Experiment 1
removing all the parts that address various types of noises.
Forum Technique
Precision Recall F-measure
LNSG HIC Algorithm
0.711
First, in quotation match, no sliding window is used to identify
0.711
0.711
Forum Link-based
0.555
modified quotations. Second, in direct address match and
0.560
0.551
0.584
0.678
0.625
Similarity-based
match, there is no use of
That is,
the
baseline
version
uses
direct
address
match
and
simple
only
4) Hypotheses Results
Table 4 shows the p-values for the pair-wise t-tests standard Vector Space Model for lexical relation match. Again,
conducted on the interaction coherence identification precision, recall and F-measure are used as our evaluation
accuracies to measure the statistical significance of the results. criteria.
2) Hypotheses
Bolded values indicate statistically significant outcomes in
By not considering noise issues, some CMC interactions
line with our hypotheses. Both the two hypotheses HI a and
will be hidden, thus leading to an incomplete representation of
Hib are supported.
Hi a: The HIC algorithm outperformed the link-based CMC interaction coherence. Our HIC algorithm utilizes
methodforbth
th two wb form (~<.O1).several similarity-based methods so that we propose the
the similarity-based following hypotheses-.
Hilb: The HIC algorithm outperformed
r
H2a: Considering noise issues will improve the results of
meho fr bot th tw we frum
p<0Oi

lexical relation
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Dice equation.

forums based on interaction networks generated by the HIC
algorithm. Another direction is to identify interaction across
different forums so that we can understand the information
propaganda pattern across those forums. It will also be
interesting to identify important threads in web forums based
on the interaction networks.

interaction coherence analysis as compared to not accounting
for noise issues.
3) Experimental Results
Table 5 shows the experimental results for the two methods.
Our HIC algorithm has better performance on the testbed.

Table 5
Experimental Results for Experiment 2
Precision
Recall
F-measure
Technique
0.711
HIC Algorithm
0.711
0.711

Forum
LNSG
Forum

Baseline
method

0.653
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4) Hypotheses Results
The p-value for the pair-wise t-tests conducted on the
interaction coherence identification accuracies of the two
methods is smaller than 0.001. Therefore, our hypothesis H2a
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